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A. Problem

Clinical guidelines are documents describing the state-of-
the-art on clinical therapies [3]; building a careflow from
a clinical guideline is time consuming and error prone.
Question (1): Can NLP be used to automatically ex-
tract careflow fragments?
Question (2): Should the techniques leverage on guide-
line syntax or semantics?

B. Activity Recognition

(1) Let �α = (α1, . . . , αn)T be n input content words or
entities of a sentence.

(2) Let �c = (c1, . . . , cn)T denote n entity types drawn
from the set:

{activity, resource, actor, other}.

(3) In the clinical entity recognition task [1] we want to
find the entities s.t.

�c∗ = arg max
�c

µ(ρ(�α,�c))

✄ µ(·) denotes a classifier;
✄ ρ(·, ·) is a feature extraction function, that maps �c

and �α into a high-dimensional space of features.

D. Features & Entities

(1) Types harvested from entities by mapping MetaMap
and UMLS [2, 7] concepts to entity types:

activity actor resource other
laboratory professional manufactured qualitative
procedure society object concept

(2) Semantic features for each entity extracted also with
MetaMap and the UMLS Metathesaurus:
✄ compute the raw frequency freq of entity type c;
✄ compute the (repeated) entity types labs of the en-

tity’s noun phrase (NP);
✄ compute the rel. frequency lf of entity type c:

lf = ||labs � {c}||
||labs|| ;

✄ compute the overlap hd of labs and the types labsh
of its NP’s head noun, and the overlap ls of labs and
entity subtypes sub(c) (in the UMLS taxonomy):

hd= ||labs � labsh||
||labs||+||labsh|| , ls= ||labs � sub(c)||

||labs||+||sub(c)||

(||.|| and �: bag cardinality and intersection, resp.).

(3) Syntactic features for each entity extracted with the
Stanford parser [6]:
✄ compute position pos in sentence, subordination sub

and nesting level nest.

feature F description value f
nest nesting level in tree n ∈ N
pos position w.r.t. verb subject, object
sub occurs in clause? yes, no
freq freq. of label in corpus n ∈ N
lf rel. freq. of type r ∈ [0, 1]
hd head/entity overlap r ∈ [0, 1]
ls type/entity overlap r ∈ [0, 1]

type entity type activity, actor,
resource, other

(7 predictors, and 1 predicted feature: type)

C. Biomedical Thesauri & Careflow Fragments

(1) MetaMap UMLS (automated) annotations of a type 2 diabetes guideline recommendation [4]; boxes surround
entities, annotations are MetaMap’s: clinical attribute

⇑
Continue with metformin if blood glucose control remains

⇓ ⇓ ⇓
regulatory activity pharmacological substance laboratory procedure

clinical attribute
⇑

inadequate and another oral glucose-lowering medication is added .
⇓ ⇓ ⇓

qualitative concept therapeutic procedure functional concept

(2) Candidate careflow fragments (represented in BPMN): to the left, the intended “deep” careflow, to the right a
“shallow” one:

...continueadequate?

"deep"

continue

blood adequate
and glucose

medication added?

"shallow"

added?
control

met-
morphin

glu-
cose

glu-
cose
medi-
cation

met-
morphin

administer...

... ...

E. Experiments & Results

Goal: To extract the intended “deep” fragment we need to recognize, e.g., “blood glucose control” as an activity
(therapeutic procedure) instead of a resource (clinical attribute), and understand if this choice depends on syntax
or semantics:
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F2 Sen
F1 En
All Neural SVM Tree Logit Bayes

Dimensions of experiments:

Fi: features

En, Sen: context scenario

Logit, SVM,. . . : classifiers

corpus size (words) domain rel. freq.
Brown 1,391,708 news 0.16

Friederich 3,824 processes 0.17
SemRep 13,948 clinical 0.18

diabetes 2 7,109 clinical 0.16
eating disorder 5,078 clinical 0.17
schizophrenia 5,367 clinical 0.18

✄ remove feature Fi from predictors {F1, . . . , F7};
✄ consider sentence context (Sen scenario) or not (En scenario);
✄ evaluate the classifiers via a 10-fold cross-validation over the Gold-

standard UMLS-annotated SemRep clinical corpus [5], and measure
average classifier precision (Pr), recall (Re), F1-measure and accuracy
(Ac) per each (F, S) feature-scenario pair.

(1) Performance drops if semantic features (ls, freq, hd) are disregarded and we ignore sentence context.
(2) When we consider sentence context, syntax is more determinant (sub), but performance drops overall.
(3) Corpus analysis shows no significant difference in syntax between clinical and non clinical text.

Complete results: http://www.inf.unibz.it/~cathorne/vericlig/ijcnlp2013-exp.pdf

F. Conclusions & Further Work

(1) Conducted a preliminary experiment on automatic clinical activity recognition using MetaMap.
(2) Experimented on the SemRep gold standard UMLS-annotated corpus.
(3) Experiments suggest that the semantic environment of an entity is more useful for this task.
(4) Corpus analysis seems to confirm this observation.
(5) In the future, we plan to consider more powerful classification models for NLP.
(6) We also plan to consider larger UMLS-annotated corpora.
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